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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of how to dynamically determine
temporal relations between events described in Japanese texts. Japanese
texts pose a problem of inherent indeterminacy of tense information. In
order to determine temporal relations of events, we use a mechanism based
on Event Calculus which appeals to three different kinds of temporal infor-
mation and meta-predicates for distinguishing defeasible and indefeasible
relations. A process of dynamically interpreting a Japanese text is anal-
ysed in detail.
1 Three sources of temporal information for
intra-sentential determination of temporal re-
lations
This paper deals with the problem of how to determine temporal relations be-
tween events described in Japanese texts. The determination of such temporal
relations involves inferences based on a number of clues of different kinds. We
argue that there are three kinds of information which enable us to conclude
temporal relations between described events.
1.1 Tense
The first kind of information is encoded in the finite forms of verbs, that is,
tenses, of which there are two kinds in Japanese. Unlike tenses of English and
other languages, it seems that the two tense forms of Japanese do not primarily
designate timepoints relative to the speech point. One form, which we call
the non- perfective(henceforth, NPF), indicates that an event designated by a
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verb in this tense has not occurred at the time of evaluation, which does not
necessarily coincide with that of speech, while a state designated by a verb in
this tense holds at the time of evaluation. The other form, which we call the
perfective(PF), indicates that the occurrence of an event or the presence of a
state precedes the time of evaluation. In short, the primary function of the tense
forms is to relativize the event time, in the sense of Reichenbach ([11]), in terms
of the evaluation time, which might be equated with Reichenbach's reference
time. When the tense forms occur in independent sentences, the evaluation
time is taken to be the speech time by default, as expected.
(1) John-ga hon-o	 kak-u
Nom	 book Acc write-NPF
'John writes/is going to write a book/books'
(2) John-ga hon-o	 kai-ta
Nom	 book-Acc write-PF
'John wrote a book'
1.2 Constructional constraints
The second source of temporal information is syntactic constructions. We will
deal with two particular constructions which differ in the constraints they im-
pose on the interpretation of tense forms: relative clauses and complement
clauses. Since the tense forms relates to the speech time only by default, their
evaluation time is determined by the constraints associated with the construc-
tions in which they occur. In order to represent such constraints, let us introduce
the semantic conditions contributed by the tense forms. We ignore states for
the moment.
(3) V-NPF event(a, e) A p < e
V-PF	 event(a, e) A e < p
a stands for the name of the event type designated by V; e is the individual
constant corresponding to the particular occurrence of the event; p(pivot) is the
event hypothesized to take place at the time of evaluation; and < and < are
temporal relations designating "strictly earlier than" and "cotemporaneous or
earlier than", respectively. The nature of p might need some clarification. Since
p is the event representing the evaluation time, and the evaluation time plays a
role similar to Reichenbach's reference time, p is an anaphoric expression in our
formalization. The antecedent of p is identified to be another event described in
the text or the utterance event in the case where it represents the speech time.
Tense forms found in complement clauses are associated with a constraint
that their p's antecedent be identified with the event of the higher predicate.
Thus, the difference in temporal relation between the saying and the writing
in (4) and (5) can be explained in terms of the constraint and the default
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identification by positing logical form such as (6) and (7), where utt stands for
the utterance event.
(4) John-ga	 hon-o	 kak-u	 to	 Mary-ga	 it-ta
John-Nom book-Acc write-NPF comp Mary-Nom say-PF
'Mary said that John would write a book'
(5) John-ga	 hon-o	 kai-ta	 to	 Mary-ga	 it-ta
John-Nom book-Acc write-PF comp Mary-Nom say-PF
'Mary said that John had written a book'
(6) event(say, el ), agent(mary, e l ), object(ci , el),e1 < , pi = utt,
ci = fevent(write,e 2 ), agent(john, e2 ), object(book, ea),
P2 < ea,P2 = eil
(7) event(say, el ), agent(mary, el ), object(ci , 1 ), e i < pi , pi utt,
ei
	fevent(write,e2),agent(john,e2), objec ook, e2),
e2 <p2,p2 = ei)
When the higher predicate involves further temporal constraint, we can ac-
count for the ill-formedness of a particular tense form in the complement clause.
The verb 'yosoku-suru'(=predict), for example, is considered to have a con-
straint that the complement event be posterior to the event it designates. Thus,
the ill-formedness of (9) is explained by resorting to the incompatibility of the
three conditions in the c i of (11), ie, e2 < P2, P2 = el, and e 1 < e2 •
(8) John-ga hon-o kak-u to Mary-ga yosokusi-ta
John-Nom book-Acc write-NPF comp Mary-Nom predict-PF
'Mary predicted that John would write a book'
(9) * John-ga hon-o kai-ta to Mary-ga yosokusi-ta
John-Nom book-Acc write-PF comp Mary-Nom predict-PF
'Mary predicted that John had written a book'
(10) event(predict , e i ), agent(mary, e l ), object(ci , e i ), e i <
P1= utt,
{event(write, e 2 ), agent(john, e2 ),object(book, e2),
Pa < e2 , p2 = e i , e i < ea}
(11) event(predict, e i ), agent(mary, e l ), object(ci
 ,	 <
p1 = utt,
ci	 fevent(write,e2),agent(john,e2), object(book, ea),
e2
 < P2,P2 = e1,e1 < e2}
With relative clauses, we find a less stringent constraint. The antecedent of
a p in a relative clause is determined either in relation to the higher predicate
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or by default. The existence of this default option seems to be common with
many languages. As a result, (9) will be greatly improved by changing the
complement clause into a relative clause headed by the noun 'koto'(=fact).
(12) John-ga	 hon-o	 kai-t a	 koto-o	 Mary-ga	 yosokusi-ta
John-Nom book-Acc write-PF fact-Acc Mary-Nom predict-PF
'Mary predicted the fact that John wrote a book'
(13) event(predict,e l ), agent(mary, e i ), object(fact,el),regfact,n,),
ei
 <	 = utt,
T i = fevent(write,e2),agent(john,e2),object(book,e2),
e2 < p2 ,p2 = utt,e i
 < e2}
As we discuss shortly, the extra constraint e l < e2 contributed by 'yosoku-
suru' belongs to the third kind of temporal information. So it is introduced
in its relevant argument, whether it is a complement or a relative clause. The
logical form in (13), however, is free from contradiction, because the constraint
does not conflict with the other conditions e 2 P2 and p2 = utt. If we p2 =
instead, we would have a contradictory reading, which also seems possible for
this sentence.
1.3 World Knowledge
The third kind of information essentially comes from the world knowledge we
have of various relations holding between events. Let us consider the contrast
between (14) and (15).
(14) John-ga	 kai-ta	 hon-o	 Mary-ga	 yon-da
John-Nom write-PF book-Acc Mary-Nom read-PF
'Mary read the book which John wrote/had written.'
(15) *John-ga	 kak-u	 hon-o	 Mary-ga	 yon-da
John-Nom write-NPF book-Acc Mary-Nom read-PF
'Mary read the book which John will write/would write'
The ill-formedness of (15), as opposed to the well-formedness of (14), can be
explained by our common sense that a book which does not exist yet can not
be read, and it will not exist until its writing has been accomplished. It might
well be claimed that this is a constraint of the verb 'yom-u'(=read) on its object
argument, and should be treated as a special case of the second kind. But we
choose to set up the third kind as a separate class, since the constraints of this
kind do not just concern temporal relations between events, but requires other
relevant predicates such as 'exist' in our example to be introduced which, in turn,
might be related to yet other predicates such as 'write' in our example. Thus,
the third source of temporal information is represented by axioms introducing
predicates and stating relations which hold in normal worlds. For (15), using
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the first two kinds of information, we can construct (16) and (17), neither of
which contains any contradiction.
(16) event(read, e l ), agent(mary, el ), object(book, e l ), rel(book, ri),
ei < , pi = utt,
T = • fevent(write,e2 ), agent(john, e2 ), object(book, e2),
P2 < e2,p2 = utt}
(17) event(read, el ), agent(mary, e i ), object(book, e i ), rel(book, ri),
<	 = utt,
Ti = {event(write, e2 ), agent(john, e2 ), object(book, e2),
P2 < ea ,P2 = }
But the following two axiom schemata change them into contradictory logical
forms in (19) and (20), containing 'exist(book, e i )' and '-iexist(book, ei)',
since in either case e l e2 is derivable.
(18) a. event(read, E), object(A, E) exist(A, E)
b. event(write, Ei ), object(A, El ) exist(A,E2 ),Ei
 < E2,
VT:T < (--,exist(A, T))
(19) event(read, e l ), agent(mary, el ), object(book, el ), rel(book,
e i < , p i
 = utt, exist(book, el)
Ti = {event(write, e2 ), agent(john, e2
 ), object(book, e2),
P2 < ea ,P2 = utt, exist(book,.e3 ), e2 < e3 , -nexist(book, ei
(20) event(read, e l ), agent(mary, el ), object(book, e l ), rel(book, ri),
e l < , pi
 = utt, exist(book, ei)
T i	{event(write, e2), agent(john, e2 ), object(book, ea),
P2 < ea P2 = ei , exist(book, e3), e2 < e3 , --exist(book, ei)}
For another illustration of utilization of the third kind of information, let
us consider the following sentence, which contains the same sequence of tense
forms as (15).
(21) John-ga	 huk-u
	 kutibue-o	 Mary-ga	 Ei-ta
John-Nom blow-NPF whistle-Acc Mary-Nom hear-PF
'Mary heard the whistle which John blew'
The logical form we get by the first two sources of information is as follows,
collapsing the two into one.
(22) event(hear, e i ), agent(mary, el ), object(whistle,ei ), rel(whistle, ri),
ei < , pi = utt,
r i
 = {event(blow, e2 ), agent(john, e2 ), object(whistle, e2),
P2 < ea , Pa = ei (or utt)}
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Unlike 'kak-u'(=write), which is an accomplishment verb, 'huk-ul=blow) is
an activity verb(Vendler [12], Dowty [3]). And so we have the following axiom
schemata, and the final well-formed logical form, using the p2 = e l option.
(23) a. event(hear, E), object(A, E) exist(A, E)
b. event(blow, E), object(A, E) exist(A, E)
(24) event(hear, e i ), agent(mary, e i ), object(whistle, el ), rel(whistle, ri),
ei < pi ,
 pi = utt, exist(whistle, el),
= {event(blow,e2 ), agent(john, e2 ), object(whistle, e2),
P2 < e2, P2 = ei , exist(whistle, el)}
2 Inter-sentential Determination
2.1 Indeterminacy of Evaluation Time
We have seen that information relevant in the determination of temporal rela-
tions between events described in a sentence can be classified into three separate
kinds. In the cases of complement clauses and relative clauses, verbs occurring
in them stand in those relations with higher predicates which are constrained
by the respective constructions. We have characterized the constraints as the
two modes of identification of the antecedent for the pivot: ie, default identifi-
cation by means of the utterance event, and relational identification by means
of the event described by the higher predicate. Since complement clauses and
relative clauses are related to higher predicates as subordinate constituents of
the sentence, it is no wonder that the antecedent for the pivot is supplied by the
higher predicate in relational determination. In the case of sentences compris-
ing a text, however, there are often no obvious syntactic indications that would
suggest relations of subordination of one sentence to another.
Instead, sentences in a text are related by what Hobbs([4]) called coherence
relations. Sentences standing in a coherence relation form a building block for
a larger discourse structure as proposed by Polanyi([9]). In order to calculate
coherence relations, we need information on the temporal order of the events
described by the sentences in question. So the task of determining temporal
order between events is part of the overall task of building up a discourse struc-
ture. Lascarides and Asher ([8]) propose a system of defeasible reasoning called
CE(Common Sense Entailment) for calculating the structure of text and its
coherence relations. In CE, sentences in a text are associated with their DRP
(Discourse Representation Pair), consisting of the set of their DRSs and the
discourse relations(ie coherence relations) holding among them. CE is success-
ful in accounting for a number of discourse relations. However, it cannot apply
straightforwardly to interpretation of Japanese texts because DRSs which are
input to inference process are supposed to contain information on the temporal
location of each event relative to the speech time. Unlike English and many
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other languages, the tense forms of Japanese are not sufficient indicators for lo-
cating events relative to the speech time or the time of narration. NPF forms in
a narrative text are understood to describe the events in the past more vividly
than their PF counterparts, and often used to achieve stylistic effects.
(25) John-wa	 eki-ni	 tui-ta
John-Top station-Loc arrive-PF
'John arrived at the station'
Mary-no	 sugata-wa mie-nai
Mary-Gen figure-Top see-not-NPF
"Mary was not there'
'(Lit. Mary's figure is not seen)'
This use of NPF should be contrasted with the next sentence pair, in which
the second sentence in the NPF definitely describes a state obtaining at the
time of narration.
(26) watasi-wa hoo-ga	 akakunar-u-no-o	 kanzi-ta
I-Top	 cheek-Nom redden-INF-nominal-Acc feel-PF
'I felt my cheeks redden'
watasi-wa konna told	 akakunar-u	 kuse-ga	 ar-u
I-Top	 such	 occasion redden-NPF habit-Nom be-NPF
'I tend to blush on such an occasion'
'(Lit. I have a habit of blushing on such an occasion)'
In the case of (25), the second sentence describes a state temporally overlap-
ping the event described by the first sentence. This relation might be captured
in CE if the determination of temporal location of events relative to the time
of narration could be postponed, or rather performed during the process of dis-
course relation determination. Even in the case of (26), certain sequels such as
(27) can change the interpretation of the second sentence.
(27) awatete	 sekibarai-o	 su-ru
bewildered hawking-Acc do-NPF
'Bewildered, I gave an ahem'
In order to cope with this inherent indeterminacy of Japanese tense forms,
we propose a process of discourse relation determination in which not only inter-
sentential temporal relations between events but also intra-sentential relations
are determined by inference based on certain kinds of temporal information
including common sense.
2.2 Inference mechanism
Kowalski and Sergot([7]) propose a framework called Event Calculus (henceforth
EC), which deals with database updates. EC provides a first-order solution
to the problem of determining temporal order between events. Since EC was
not intended for narrative understanding, it has a characteristic of assimilating
event descriptions in any order. For our current purpose, this feature should
be modified so that event descriptions can be textually ordered. EC has two
especially desirable characteristics among others. First, we can dispense with
temporal references as much as possible since information about absolute times
is not necessary in inferring temporal relations between events. Second, since all
updates are additive and do not involve deletion in EC, it can simulate narrative
understanding in a natural way. On the other hand, EC lacks certain features
necessary for narrative understanding, which is not surprising in view of its
original conception as temporal reasoning mechanism for database management.
We will only focus on one particular extension to EC in this regard, although
we do not follow their formulation strictly in other respects.
EC's second desirable feature mentioned above is an application of Clark's in-
terpretation of negation as failure([1]). Based on a particular state of a database,
we can conclude the strongest conclusions possible so long as they do not ex-
pressly conflict with some facts in the database. This mechanism entails non-
monotonic reasoning, because additional facts can block an application of a
conditional rule whose antecedent contains a condition NOT(a), which is in-
terpreted as negation as failure, by supplying a fact verifying a. In a narrative
text, there is a similar case of non-monotonic reasoning.
(28) a. John-ga	 Ueno-kooen-de korosare-ta
John-Nom Ueno-park-Loc be-killed-PF
'John was killed in Ueno Park.'
b. Mary-ga	 otoko-o	 mokugekisi-ta
Mary-Nom man-Acc witness-PF
'Mary witnessed a man'
c. otoko-wa kooen-kara deteki-ta
man-Top park-From come-out-PF
'The man came out of the park.'
Given (28), we tend to interpret 'otoko'(=man) as the man who killed John
in Ueno Park. This interpretation will no longer be possible when we have
added the next.
(28) d. atode Bono otoko-ga	 hannin-de-na-i	 koto-ga	 hanmeisi-ta
later	 the	 man-Nom culprit-be-not-NPF fact-Nom turn-out-PF
'Later it turned out that the man was not the culprit'
This phenomenon is a kind of anaphora interpretation which is characteristic
of natural language text, as opposed to databases. We can account for this non:-
monotonic behavior of anaphora interpretation by providing conditional rules
containing NOT. Since all updates in EC are additive, we have to provide a
mechanism to retract certain conclusions drawn by the use of non-monotonic
rules. In our example, non-monotonic rules are used to identify missing argu-
ments of a predicate and the antecedents of definite expressions. Both cases
are treated by essentially the same mechanism involving NOT and a predicate
defining the range of possible candidates,
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ie in_same-segment. But they behave differently in subsequent updating
process in that missing arguments are only defeasibly introduced, whereas an-
tecedents for definite expressions are indefeasibly introduced. Let us first see
how each case is resolved by our inference mechanism.
The sentences in (28) are associated with the following logical forms.
(29) a. event(kill, ei
 ), m(agent(Xi
 , ei )), object(john, e l ),
loc(ueno-park, e l ), el
 <
b. event(witness, e 2 ), exper(mary, e 2 ), object(epi , e2 ), epsilon(ei
 , C2),
att(man, e l
 ), e2
 < P2
C. event(come-out,e3 ), d(ag_obj(Y3 , e3 )), cksource(Z3 , e3)),
att(man, Y3 ), att(park, Z3 ), e3 < p3
d. event(turn-out, e 4 ), object(c4 , e4), e4 < P41
C4 = {state(, e5 ), d(obj1(X5 , e5 )), d(obj2(Y5 , e5 )), att(X5 , man),
att(Y5 , culprit), p5 < ft}
In (29a), the logical form has the agent argument, which is missing in the
sentence, and it is marked as such. The predicate m(a) acts as a demon, and
triggers a process of identifying the variable contained in a with a possible
value which can be located within a range of subsequent logical forms. (28b)
contains an indefinite NP 'otoko-o' (= a man), which is represented by what
Kawamori([6]) calls an epsilon-term. An epsilon-term is introduced by the fol-
lowing rule.
(30) 3x.0(z)
	 0(ezak(x))
"That is, if we can prove that there is some 4 then one can also show that the
object which has been shown to be is indeed (p.80)." As to the epsilon-term
thus introduced, Kawamori cites Hilbert's following words.
• If a proposition holds of one and only one object, then ex.0(z) is the
object of which 0(a) holds: ie e-operator plays the role similar to the
t-operator.
• When ther are more than one thing that is true of, then c takes on the
role of the choice function; Ez.0(x) is any one of the objects a of which
0(a) holds.
• When 3x.0(z) does not hold, then 
€ chooses arbitrarily anything, any
object whatsoever.(p.80)
Thus, epsilon-terms provide semantically well-behaved constants for the in-
terpretation of indefinite NPs. In our logical form (29b), the epsilon-term is
represented by 'e l ' and its attribute condition 'att(e i , e2 )' specifying the event
with which the term is originally associated. It is by means of this term that the
condition 'm(agent(X1 , e i ))' is satisfied by the following non-monotonic rule.
(31) agent(X, El)
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if m(agent(Y, El )),
in_same_segment(m(agent(Y, E1 )), object(X, E2)),
E1 O E2
epsilon(X, .E2 )1
NOT(state( , $3 ), objl(A, $3 ), obj2(B, $3 ), A E--. Y, B X).
This rule replaces the variable Y with the epsilon-term X unless the non-
identity of X and Y is positively proved at the time of replacement. The predi-
cate in_same_segment can be numerically defined if we adopt a convention of
numbering events in the order of their textual occurrence.
• The relation Ei 0 E2 is the weakest relation of temporal coherence, which
reflects a type of Hobbs([4})'s Expansion relation.
The process of identifying missing arguments is contrasted with that of iden-
tifying antecedents for anaphoric arguments. In (29), some arguments are of the
form d(a), which reflects their status as . anaphoric expressions in the original
text. Possible antecedents are searched for within the preceding logical forms
in the same segment. In our example, the anaphoric arguments all come from
definite descriptions, which are indicated by the determiner 'sono'(= the), the
topic particle 'wa', or a noun 'hannin'(=culprit). We assume the availability
of world knowledge(WK) which would enable us to conclude that Ueno-park is
a park and the agent of the event of killing John is a murderer and a culprit.
After the processes of identification, (29a-c) look as follows.
(32) a. event(kill, el ), m(agent(Xi , e l )), object(john, e l ),
loc(ueno-park, e l ), agent(ei
 , ei ei <
b. event(witness,e2 ), exper(mary, e 3 ), object(ei e2)
epsilon(e i
 , e2 ), att(man, el ), e2 < P2
c. event(come-out,e 3 ), d(ag...obj(Y3 , e3 )), d(source(Z3 , e3)),
att(man, Y3 ), att(park, Z3 ), ag_obj(ei , e3),
source(ueno-park, e3 ), e3 < p3
Determination of the temporal order between these events proceeds in the
same way as we saw in intra-sentential determinations. Since pi occurs inde-
pendently in the first logical form of a text, it is identified with the time of
narration by default. P2 might be identified with e 1 if there were some con-
structional constraint favoring it. Since there is none, p2 is also identified by
default. In the case of p3 , the situation is a little different, though not much
in the end. Certain verbs of perception such as 'see', 'watch', and 'witness; can
take sentential complements describing events which occur at the same time
as the perception(Ransom([10])). 'Mokugeki-suru' is one of those verbs, and
so it will introduce a condition that the event of witnessing and that of the
complement sentence temporally overlaps.
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(33) a.
	 John-go
	 miti-o	 watar-u
	 no-o
John-Nom street-Acc cross-NPF comp-Acc
'Mary witnesses John's crossing the street'
b. *John-ga
	 miti-o
	 watat-ta	 no-o
John-Nom street-Acc cross-PF
	 comp-Acc
'Mary witnesses John's having crossing the street'
c. John-ga	 miti-o	 watat-ta	 no-o
John-Nom street-Acc cross-PF
	 comp-Acc
'Mary witnessed John's having crossing the street'
Mary-ga
Mary-Nom
Mary-ga
Mary-Nom
Mary-ga
Mary-Nom
mokugekisu-ru
witness-NPF
mokugekisu-ru
witness-NPF
mokugekisi-ta
witness-PF
The well-formedness of (33c), as opposed to the ill-formedness of (33b), can
be explained by their logical forms containing the overlapping constraint. (34a)
and (34b) correspond to (33a) and (33c), respectively. The condition e l o e2 is
the overlapping condition, which does not produce any contradiction in both
logical forms. By contrast, (35) are two possible logical forms for (33c), but
neither is free from contradiction.
(34) a. event(witness, e l ), exper(mary, e l ), object(ci
 ,	 <	 = utt,
cl = fevent(cross,e 2 ), ag_obj(john, e2 ),p2 < e2 , p2 = utt, ei 0 e2)
	
b. event(witness, e l ),
 exper(mary, e l ), object(ci
 ,	 < , pi = utt,
Cl = fevent(cross,e2 ), ag_obj(john, e2),p2 < e2,p2 = utt, e l o e2
(35) a. event(witness, e l ), exper(mary, e l ), object(ci , e l ), pi < e i , pi = utt,
fevent(cross,e2 ), ag_obj(john, e2 ), e2 < p2 i
 P2 = utt, e l
 0 e2}
b. event(witness, e l ), exper(mary, e l ), object(ci , e l ), e i < , pi = utt,
cl = fevent(cross,e2 ),ag_obj(john,e2 ),e2 < P2, P2 = utt, e l o e2}
As we can see from (34b), this overlapping condition dictates the choice of
the time of narration as p3 in (32c); otherwise we would have a contradiction
from e3
 e 2
 and e3 o e2 . At present, we just assume that (32b) and (32c) are
subject to this constraint.
In order to determine the relative order among the three events, it is neces-
sary to appeal to information of the third category. That is, since the murder
took place in the park, and the murderer was seen coming out of the park by
Mary, Mary's sighting of him should have occurred after the murder.
(36) E2 <
if event(come-out,
	 ag_obj(C,
	 source(A,
in-same_segment(event(come-out, E1 ), event(B, E2)),
event(B, E2 ), agent(C, E2 ), loc(A, E2)
(37) is the result of this determination process. We notice that the conditions
agent (el , e i), ag_obj(e i , e3), and source(ueno-park, e3 ) are indispensable to
the application of (36).
(37) a. event(kill, e i ), m(agent(Xi, , el )), object(john, el),
loc(ueno-park, e i ), agent(ei , ei), ei < utt
b. event(witness, e2 ), exper(mary, e2 ), object(ei
 e2),
epsilon(ei
 , e2 ), att(man, el ), e2 < utt
c. event(come-out,e 3 ), d(ag_obj(Y3 , e3 )),
 d(source(Z3 , e3)),
att(man, Y3 ), att(park, Z3 ), ag_obj(e i , e3 ), source(ueno-park, e3),
e3 < utt, e3 o e2 , el < e3
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Since 'agent(€ 1 , el )' becomes underivable once the information of (29d) has
been processed, we have to cancel all the conclusions depending on the condition.
We now turn to the problem of revising defeasible conclusions.
2.3 Updating mechanism
The problem of updating defeasibly drawn conclusions for Japanese comes mainly
from the simple nature of its tense system. As far as we can tell from our re-
search, Japanese seem to share an ontology of time and events which is common
to languages with a highly developed tense system. However, lack of information
as to the temporal location of events relative to the speech point in our text, for
example, makes it necessary to determine the temporal order between events
on the basis of contextual information, which, in turn, only comes from under-
standing the text. In our determination of event order, we have assumed the
coherence of the text. This assumption dictates as a principle that "irrelevant
items be withdrawn as much as possible." The metapredicate m and axioms
(31) and (36) contribute to realizing this principle. Let us follow in detail how
the temporal information dynamically changes as we process (28)a-c and d as
input. When (28a) is input, a number of entities are introduced: 'john', 'ueno-
park', an implicit murderer, and the event of a murder. Since this is the first
sentence of the text, we just conclude the temporal relation between e l and
the utterance event utt, ie e l utt. The relations between the entities just
introduced are exactly those determined by their relationship with the event.
Identification of 'john' with the murderer, for example, is blocked by WK that
the murder and the victim are different. On the input of (26b), we deduce
el Q e2 based on the assumption of coherence of the text, 0 indicating that
the two events occur in the same context. We do not go into details of 0 here,
but its introduction has to do with axioms (31) and (36) together with such
WK as relate a case of murder with one of witness in the same context. At
this point, since the condition blocking application of (31) is not satisfied, the
coreference of the murderer and the man is introduced as a hypothesis. This is
expressed in terms of the predicate for coreferentiality as follows:
(38) Xi	 , ei O e2
These two relations are only defeasibly introduced, depending on the avail-
ability of NOT for (31). Further identification of coreference is possible on
the input of(28c). As with (28b), we obtain e 2 0 e3 from the coherence of the
text. Moreover, we are able to infer the coreference of 'otoko'(= man) with
'sono otoko'(= the man) and 'ueno-koen'(= Ueno Park) with 'koen'(= park),
as licensed by the linguistic knowledge of coherence discussed in the previous
section. These identifications prompt the use of WK with the conclusion that
e2 0 e3 , ie temporal overlap between e 2 and e3 . This, in turn, makes axiom (36)
applicable, from which we determine the temporal order between the event of
murder and that of the man's coming out of the park: e l < e3 . We also conclude
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e l < e3 from the temporal overlap of e2 and e3 . Thus, we have determined the
temporal relations between the events described by (28a-c) together with an
identification of a missing argument by means of an epsilon term:
(39) Xi
e i 0 ea, ea 0 e3, ei < ea, ei < e2
Finally, on the input of (28d), we obtain e 3 < e4 (or e l e4 , e2 e4) since
e3 0 e4 is blocked by the temporal adverb 'atode'(= later). Moreover, (28d)
describes a fact denying the coreferentiality of the implicit murderer and the
man seen at the park by Mary. At this point, the temporal relations defeasibly
introduced depending on the coreference of the two entities are discarded: e l <
e3 and el < e2 . Thus, following the principle of getting rid of irrelevant items
as much as possible, we will dispense with only defeasibly introduced relations,
leaving:
(40) ei	 Yi
e i 0 e2 e2 0 e3, ei <	 e2 e4, e3 < e4.
With this set of relations, we can still maintain a coherent interpretation of
(28a-d). The updating is concerned only with withdrawing the defeasibly intro-
duced relations, which originate in the meta-predicate rn in our example. By
contrast, the meta-predicate d only introduces indefeasible conclusions. Thus,
by additively updating the interpretation of the text in terms of defeasible and
indefeasible conclusions, we can simulate the process of dynamically interpreting
the temporal relations between the events described in the text.
3 Conclusion
We have shown how the process of dynamic interpretation of temporal rela-
tions in a Japanese text can be simulated by employing a mechanism based
on Kowalsky and Sergot ([7])'s EC. Since Japanese tense forms involve inherent
indeterminacy as to their relation with the speech time, determination of tem-
poral relations of events cannot count directly on the information of tense, as is
the case with languages with a highly articulate tense system. By assuming the
coherence of a given text, we can draw on such information as tense, linguistic
constraints, world knowledge to derive defeasible and indefeasible conclusions.
A mechanism for revising the database by means of a distinction between differ-
ent kinds of meta-predicates is sketched to show the feasibility of our approach.
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